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The "Dorado" TeamGym trampette

The best TeamGym trampette in the world. The
Dorado from PE-Redskaber
Product reference: 240PERDORA

Product Details
The only trampette for junior, senior and elite gymnasts!
The Dorado trampoline has been developed without compromise and with a focus on design and effectiveness. This is a
trampoline that is very stable and stands solidly even under the heaviest loads. Furthermore, it is silent and provides an
extremely good and gentle rebound.
The basis for the Dorado has been to achieve the most optimal mini trampoline for senior gymnasts. But by using the
adjustable legs, junior and beginner gymnasts can likewise feel the effect of the springs and stiffened frame.
Therefore, the Dorado is suitable for gymnasts at many levels and would be a good investment for the club or school.
The easy adjustment of the height using the included adjustable legs, the fantastic rebound properties as well as the silent
action makes the Dorado a unique piece of equipment. The trampoline is complete with integral wheels, strong frame pads
on all sides and non-slip feet. The bed is a high-performance "2-string" type bed.
The frame pads supplied with the trampette are full pads, but as some TeamGym gymnasts prefer the response of the
trampoline without pads, the bottom section of the frame pads are removable.
The Dorado bumper is available as an optional extra for additional safety when using the Dorado - please order separately.
The Dorado is the only trampette of its kind on the market!
The Dorado has been used by:
• Gold medalists at the European Championships 2008, Belgium - Silkeborg Girls and Boys, Denmark (Mens Team)
• Gold medalists at the Danish Championships 2009, Odense - Silkeborg Girls and Boys, Denmark (Mens Team)
• Gold medalists at the Danish Championships 2009, Silkeborg - Silkeborg Girls and Boys, Denmark (Junior boys team)
• Gold medalists at the Swedish Championships 2009, Sweden - Brommagymnasterna.
• DGI's World Team 2008-2009
Continental Sports provides the equipment to all British Gymnastics organised events and will be providing the Dorado at
all future TeamGym events including the British Championships. So to gain that crucial advantage and experience why not
invest in your own Dorado now? See this incredible trampette in use below:
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